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INTRODUCTION
Many people choose to build polymer or steel swimming
pool, commonly known as vinyl liner swimming pools.
Vinyl liner-type pools are popular because they’re
comes to features and design. Of course one of the main
elements of a vinyl liner swimming pool is the liner itself.
This eBook will cover the lifecycle of a vinyl liner, how to
care for it, how to replace it, and dispel some common
myths and misconceptions.
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CHAPTER 1
The Lifecycle of a Vinyl Liner
It’s amazing to watch a vinyl liner swimming pool being built. What
starts as a slightly uneven patch of lawn in your backyard slowly gets
transformed into your very own back yard oasis. A strategically
mapped hole is dug, vinyl or steel pool walls are placed and then

time, so begins your new liner’s lifecycle, and a lot of what
determines how long that lifecycle lasts is how well you take care of
it. So what’s involved in taking care of a vinyl liner pool? We give you
some tried and true tricks to making that liner last its lifetime.
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What is The Typical Life of the
Vinyl Liner in a Swimming Pool?
myriad of ways to continue to care for your vinyl liner that could
lined pool. If you are a brand new pool owner or just considering a
vinyl liner pool this section is a must read!
So how long does a vinyl liner usually last? Typically, some last from
5 to 10 years and others that are in ideal settings and properly
taken care of may just very well last over 15 years. Since you’ve
made the investment, ensuring that you make the best of your
investment will include properly caring for that vinyl liner. Here’s a
list of best practices to make this happen.

Brighton

Niagara

Tan Mountain Top

Boulder Bay
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CHAPTER 2
Caring for Your Vinyl Swimming
Pool Liner
1. Keep Your Chemicals Balanced and Use the Proper
Chemicals
The chemical test kit that
came with your pool is a
valuable ally. This is
probably the single most
important step in
extending your liner’s life.
Improper use of chemicals
and chemical imbalance
can zap the life out of your
vinyl pool liner in a hurry.
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Chlorine
A vast majority of the pools in the world use chlorine as the main
sanitizer; it works great, but it must be added properly. By far the
by using solid sticks and tablets that are dispensed into the pool by
an automatic chlorinator. We at Latham highly recommend an
automatic chlorinator if you use chlorine as your main sanitizer.
It’s important not to have your pool’s chlorine level too high over a
long period of time. Excessive chlorine levels can cause it to fade
prematurely. The proper free chlorine level in a pool will measure
between 1 and 3 ppm on a test strip. Never add any form of
chlorine directly to the pool. When chlorine sits on a liner it will
cause it to fade and wrinkle badly in that area and will leave a weak
spot in your liner.
Granular and liquid chlorine are not recommended for regular use
as the main sanitizer in a vinyl liner swimming pool. They contain a
large percentage of inert ingredients which will cause scales to form
on the liner that will eventually dry it out. Check the ingredients of
the chlorine you’re using and make sure that it contains at least
90% chlorine to avoid scale buildup. Granular and liquid chlorine
should only be used as a means to “shock” the pool to quickly bring
up its chlorine level when necessary. You should never add granular
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PH
PH is perhaps the most misunderstood chemical reading that an
owner takes on a swimming pool. Many people assume that only
chlorine is important to balance, but this isn’t true at all. When
people’s eyes start to burn after jumping in the pool, they often
think there’s too much chlorine. While this may be the case, it’s
much more likely that the PH needs to be adjusted.
What’s happening to your eyes in this situation is also happening to
your liner. Too high a PH causes a basic condition and too low a PH
causes an acidic condition. Either of these conditions will slowly
take away the useful life of your liner. Proper swimming pool PH
should be between 7.4 and 7.6 on a test strip.
Other Chemicals
If you have a test strip or
chemical test kit it is a pretty safe
bet that each chemical that
needs to be tested on it is
important to the water chemistry
in your pool and also may impact
your vinyl pool liner if it is not
kept in the recommended
amount in your swimming pool.
So make sure all the chemicals
listed on your test strip or test kit
are in proper balance.
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2. Take Care of the Exposed Top Edge of the Vinyl Liner
The most vulnerable area of your liner is the top 6 to 8 inches
as scale, body oils, lotions and airborne contaminants that will
cause it to dry out. It’s a great idea to use an approved cleaner that
you purchase from your local pool store to clean the exposed edge
at least once or twice a month.
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3. Use Common Sense
This may seem like a no brainer, but you’d be surprised at the
things we in the pool industry see that ruin vinyl liner swimming
pools each and every day. Pool vacuum poles are not meant to be
used as pole vaults, and vinyl liner swimming pools should never
double as hockey rinks in the winter. Be smart about what you use
both in your pool area and what goes directly into your pool for
fun and games.
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Patching Your Vinyl Pool Liner
One of the great things about a vinyl pool liner is if they do get a
hole in them they can be easily patched, and these patches are
very strong if done right. When cutting patch material, always make
sure the edges are rounded, not square, and put glue on both the
area to be patched and the back of the patch as well; these things
will help the patch adhere much better.
Pool patching can even be done underwater, but make sure you’re
your eyes. If you have a new vinyl liner pool being built or are
replacing your existing vinyl liner, ask your builder for the vinyl from
the step cutout so you can save it for matching patch material (and
to test cleaning chemicals on).
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Vinyl Liner Do’s And Don’ts
• NEVER aadd any powdered or solid chemicals directly to the
water unless the directions on the label CLEARLY state it’s
okay to do so. Chemicals like chlorine and some powdered
chemicals can ruin a liner if they’re added directly to the pool
water and sit on top of the liner for even a short period of
time. If you’re adding a solid or powdered chemical, it MUST
be carefully mixed in a bucket until it’s “100% in solution” and
no residue is in the bottom of the bucket left unmixed.
• NEVER bring glass items into the pool area. When they break,
they can not only damage your liner but are hard to see and
can cut someone’s feet.
• Replace broken pool equipment such as cracked skimmer
nets with sharp edges right away and NEVER use them again
once they’re broken.
• Get your favorite four-legged friends their own small wading
and they impact your pool’s sanitation.
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• Only bring toys into your pool that have been purchased in a
pool store or the pool section of a department store and are

• Purchase a Safety Cover or Automatic Pool Cover. Covering
your pool when you’re not using it for long periods of time will
not only keep it cleaner and help the liner last longer but will
also you give you the peace of mind that your pool is safe
while left unattended.
• NEVER drain your pool more than a few inches below the
skimmer when it’s being shut down for the winter. The less
amount of vinyl you expose to the air the better.
• NEVER drain all the water to clean the pool.
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CHAPTER 3
The Liner Replacement Process
So how do you know when it’s time to purchase a new vinyl liner
for your pool? Other than obvious big rips or tears, here are some
signs to watch for:
• Fading to the point where you can no longer discern a pattern
• Liner separating from the bead attachment. The bead is
what holds the liner in the tracking around the top edge of
your pool
• Liner will not stretch into the tracking and is pulling down in
several places so you can see the inner pool wall
• Repeated patching
• Tearing in the corners
You can always have a service tech from your local pool repair
company come out and take a look if you’re not sure yourself.
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The Steps from Measuring and
Manufacturing to Installation of
Your New Vinyl Replacement Liner
Step 1: Your local pool company will send a service technician
out to your home to measure your pool for a replacement
liner and inspect it for anything else it might need in the
process. A skilled liner tech can even measure for a new liner
with the pool full and the water dirty in most cases. They will
then send it to us to make the design and layout. There are
instances where you or your pool builder will have a copy of

Once you have given your deposit for the liner replacement, you will
can also pick out the pattern from our brochure that you’d like your
new liner to be manufactured from. Latham liners usually come
standard in a sturdy 20 or 27 mil replacement thickness; some of
our competitors routinely use thinner liners in their replacements
chemicals, sunlight, mildew, etc.).
There are over 30 uniquely decorative patterns to choose from in
on past sales popularity and customer surveys.
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Step 2: Based on the dimensions supplied to us, we will use a
sophisticated software program to produce a detailed CAD
drawing of what the new liner should look like. That drawing
will be sent back to your local pool company for
double-checking and approval.
Step 3: Your local pool company OK’s the CAD drawing and
gives us approval to start the replacement liner manufacturing
process.
Step 4: Our Liner Manufacturing Process in a Nutshell
• Based on the approved CAD dimensions, our designers will

something like a fancy wedding dress. Each piece is
individually labeled for accuracy.
• Next a fabricator cuts all the individual pieces that make up
the replacement liner wall, puts them in a marked bin, cuts all
in another marked bin.
• All the parts of the liner are then joined together. This is where
Latham uses its exclusive Ultra Seam Technology to make
lasts longer and looks great.
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•
seam work double-checked. If the liner passes inspection, it is

• For shipping, the liner is expertly hand-folded and then placed
in an ultra-thick cardboard box for protection. Warranty
information, liner care instructions, and no diving safety
stickers are put in the box.
• The liner is then shipped to your local pool company. This
entire manufacturing process normally takes only 5 days from

Step 5: Your local pool service company receives the liner and
schedules its installation with you.
With proper cooperation from Mother Nature this entire process
often takes less than 2 weeks, and you will have a beautiful-looking
Latham replacement liner in your pool when it’s all complete.
Click the
image
to see
the process
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CHAPTER 4
Vinyl Liner Truths, Myths, and
Misconceptions
Question: When I was searching to buy a new swimming pool, a
concrete/gunite pool installer told me that vinyl liners needed to be
replaced every 4 to 6 years. Is this true?
Answer: This is well below the average for liner replacement. What
they probably failed to tell you is that concrete/gunite pools typically
do need to be re-plastered in that amount of time, and it is a
process that is usually double the price of a vinyl replacement liner.
Question: Do vinyl liners stain easily?
Answer:
staple somehow winds up in your pool, it can stain the liner in as
little as 24 hours, but it should be noted they will do the same to
do not have organic matter left in them for several months at a
time will not stain very easily at all.
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Question: Vinyl liners get slippery sometimes, right?
Answer: This is very true and is usually the result of poor water
chemistry that has allowed organic matter to build up on the walls
balanced, you should hardly ever experience this.
Question: Should I get a thicker liner so it can’t be punctured
as easily?
Answer: The answer to this question is yes and no. Anything that
will puncture a 20 gauge vinyl liner will likely be able to puncture a
30 gauge liner. The reason it’s smart to buy the thicker liner is they
resist such things as fading, chemical damage, and sun damage.
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CONCLUSION
they are more economically priced and have a lower initial cost as
lifetime of that liner is partially in your control – you as the pool
owner have the ability to care for and maintain the quality of the

As a pool owner, the weighing of these options can help potential
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Latham Pool Products is the leading manufacturer of in-ground
liners in North America.
Click here to Request a catalog or Ask a local pool builder

Behind Every Pool.

Follow Latham for more tips and information

